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G. Higman has proved a classical result giving necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the units of an integral group ring to be trivial. In this paper we extend
this result to loop rings of some diassociative loops. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
A loop L is a set with a binary operation ? such that there exists an
element 1 with 1 ? x s x ? 1 s x for all x g L and such that the maps Ra
 .  .and L defined by R x s x ? a and L x s a ? x for all a, x g L area a a
bijections.
Given an associative ring R with unity and a loop L we can construct
the loop ring RL in the same way we construct a group ring.
The units of a group ring have been studied during the past 30 years see
w x .14 for a well detailed list of references . The first important result we
w xknow of in this area was established by Higman 11 in 1940.
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a group and let U ZG denote the units of the
 .  .integral group ring of G. Then U ZG is tri¨ ial, that is, U ZG s "G if and
only if either G is a hamiltonian 2-group or G is an abelian group with
exponent di¨ iding 4 or 6.
A ring A is alternati¨ e if for all x, y g A it holds that x ? xy s x 2 y and
xy ? y s xy2.
 .* The first author was partially supported by CNPq Proc. 300411r94 . E-mail: lgxb@
ime.usp.br.
² E-mail: ostanley@ime.usp.br.
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In the past 10 years the study of alternative loop rings has developed a
w xlot. In 1986, Chein and Goodaire 5 defined R. A. loops as those loops
whose loop ring over an associative commutative ring with unity and
characteristic different from 2 is an alternative nonassociative ring.
In is natural in the setting of loop rings to ask the same questions which
are asked for group rings, for example, about their units.
w xIn 1986, Goodaire and Parmenter 8 proved the analogue to the
Theorem 1.1 for alternative loop rings.
THEOREM 1.2. Let L be a loop such that the integral loop ring Z L is an
 .alternati¨ e ring. Then U Z L is tri¨ ial if and only if either L is a hamiltonian
Moufang 2-loop or L is an abelian group with exponent di¨ iding 4 or 6.
In this paper we extend this result to a bigger class of diassociative loops
which includes abelian groups, groups with a unique nonidentity commuta-
tor, R.A. loops, and other classes of loops.
2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
 .The loop commutator of two elements x and y of a loop L is the
 .  .  .element in L, denoted by x, y , such that xy s yx ? x, y . The subloop
generated by all commutators of a loop L is called its commutator subloop
and we will denote it by LX. It is clear that if x, y g L commute then
 .x, y s 1.
 .The loop associator of three elements x, y, and z of a loop L is the
 .  .   ..  .element in L, denoted by x, y, z , such that xy z s x yz ? x, y, z .
The subloop generated by all associators of a loop L is called its associator
 .subloop and we will denote it by A L . It is clear that if x, y, z g L
 .  .associate in this order then x, y, z s 1.
 .  < .  .The nucleus N L of a loop L is the subset xgL x, a, b s a, x, b s
 . 4  .   .a, b, x s1 ;a, bgL . We denote by C L the subset x g L N x, y s
4  .  .  .1; y g L . The set Z L s C L l N L is called the center of L.
A subloop H of a loop L is said to be normal if for all x and y in L we
 .  .  .  .have that x ? yH s xy ? H, Hx ? y s H ? xy , and xH s Hx. If H is a
normal subloop of a loop L we can define the quotient loop Lr H.
w x  .In 1 , Bruck showed that, for any loop L, the subloop B L generated
by all associators and all commutators of L, called the associator]commu-
tator subloop of L is a normal subloop of L.
A loop L is hamiltonian if every subloop of L is normal.
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 :A loop L is diassociati¨ e if for all x, y g L the subloop x, y generated
by x and y is a group.
3. SOME CLASSES OF DIASSOCIATIVE LOOPS
w xCode loops were introduced by Griess in 10 and studied by Chein and
w x w x 2Goodaire in 6 and 7 . Denoting by L the subloop generated by the
squares of all elements in L, there they proved that a code loop L is a
< 2 < < 2 <Moufang loop such that L F 2. If L s 1 then L is an elementary
< 2 < 2  4 X 2  .abelian 2-group, and if L s 2 then L s 1, s ( C , L ; L , A L ;2
2  .  .L ; Z L s C L .
When we began this work our first idea was to prove Higman's Theorem
for code loops. But in the course of this work we realized that the main
properties of code loops that we needed were that a nonassociative code
loop L is a diassociative loop with a unique nontrivial commutator which
.  .  .coincides with the unique nontrivial associator and that C L s Z L , so
we decided to work in a bigger class of loops.
In this paper we will denote by L the class of all loops such that
 . X  4i L ; 1, s ( C2
 .  .  4ii A L ; 1, s
 .  .  .iii Z L s C L .
It is interesting to observe that if L g L and L is not a group, that is,
 .  4 w xA L s 1, s , then it was proved by Goodaire and Robinson 9 that
 .s g Z L .
We will show that the class L not only includes R.A. loops, code loops,
and some groups, but also contains other classes of loops.
First let us recall some facts about R.A. loops that we will need to do
this.
w xIn 5 , Goodaire and Chein showed that R.A. loops can be described as a
particular instance of a well known general construction of Moufang loops
 w x.Chein 3, 4 . They proved the following:
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be an R. A. loop. Then, there exists a nonabelian
group G ; L and an element u g L such that L s G j G ? u, GX s LX s
 4  .  .  .1, s : Z G s Z L , and Lr Z L s C = C = C where C denotes a2 2 2 2
  . .cyclic group of order 2 and, consequently, Gr Z G s C = C .2 2
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Furthermore, the map U : G ª G gi¨ en by
g if g g Z G .Ug s  sg if g f Z G .
2  .is an in¨olution of G, and, setting u s g , we ha¨e that g g Z G and that0 0
multiplication in L is gi¨ en by:
g ? hu s hg ? u .  .
gu ? h s gh* ? u .  .
gu ? hu s g hU g .  . 0
 .A loop constructed from G in this way is denoted by L G, ), g ,2 n 0
< <where n s G . Conversely, given a group G of order n such that Gr Z
 . U w xG s C = C , and a map : G ª G as above, they also showed in 52 2
 .that the loop L s L G,), g is an R.A. loop.2 n 0
The involution * in G defined in Proposition 3.1 can be extended to one
in the R.A. loop L also defining for g g L
g if g g Z L .
g* s  sg if g f Z L .
Now, given an indeterminate ¨ let M s L j L ? ¨ and define multi-1 2 1
plication in M by1
g ? h¨ s hg ? ¨ .  .1 1
g¨ ? h s gh* ? ¨ .  .1 1
g¨ ? h¨ s g h*g .  .1 1 0
for all g, h g L.
It is easy to prove that
 .  .  .  .  .i N M s C M s Z M s Z L1 1 1
 .  . X X  4ii A M s M s L s 1, s1 1
 . 2  .  .iii m g Z M s Z L for all m g M .1 1
Thus M g L . we will prove now that M is not a Moufang loop, and so1 1
M is not an R.A. loop.1
PROPOSITION 3.2. M is a diassociati¨ e loop.1
Proof. First we prove that M is power associative.1
 .  .Let m g M s L j L ? ¨ . If m g L then m ? m ? m s m ? m ? m be-1 1
cause L is alternative and, so, is also power-associative. If m s g¨ g L ? ¨1 1
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 .  .  .  .then g¨ ? g¨ ? g¨ s g g*g ? g¨ s gg g*g ? ¨ s g gg*g ? ¨ s1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
 .  .g¨ ? g g*g s g¨ ? g¨ ? g¨ .1 0 1 1 1
 . X X  4 2  .Now we observe that since A M s M s L s 1, s and m g Z M1 1 1
for all m g M , given two elements g and h and M an element x g1 1
 :  .g, h can be written in the form x s z ? gh with z g Z M .1
Let x s z ? gh, x s z ? gh, x s z ? gh be elements in M with z ,1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1
 .  .  . w . .xz , z g Z M . Then x ? x x s z ? gh ? z ? gh z ? gh s2 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 3
w  .x w . x w . .xz z z ? gh ? gh ? gh s z z z ? gh ? gh ? gh s z ? gh ? z ? gh ?1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
 .  .z ? gh s x x ? x .3 1 2 3
PROPOSITION 3.3. M is not a Moufang loop.1
w xProof. In 5 it was proved that if L is an R.A. loop constructed from a
group G then there exists a and b in G with a ? b / b ? a such that L can
  .:be expressed as L s a, b, u, Z L .
  .:Thus if M is constructed from L then M s a, b, u, ¨ , Z M . Let1 1 1 1
x s u¨ , y s a and z s b be elements of M . Then1 1
xy ? zx s u¨ ? a ? b ? u¨ s ua* ? ¨ ? ub ? ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
s g b*u* ? ua* s g bu ? au s g 2a*b s sg 2ab .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
and
x yz ? x s u¨ ? ab ? u¨ s u¨ ? u ab ? ¨ .  .  . . .1 1 1 1
s g b*a* u* ? u s sg ba ? u ? u s sg 2 ba. .  . .0 0 0
 .  .  .Hence, in M the Moufang identity xy ? zx s x ? yz ? x is not1
valid.
Once more, the involution * in L extends in the same way to one in M1
defining
x if x g Z M .1x* s  sx if x f Z M .1
Call L the class of all loops M constructed as above from R. A. loops.1 1
Now let ¨ be another indeterminate and consider the set M s M j2 2 1
M ? ¨ with M g L and define multiplication in M in the same way we1 2 1 1 2
did before. Then, we can also prove that M is a diassociative non-Moufang2
loop which belongs to L .
Calling L the class of all R.A. loops and defining recursively the class0
L as the class of all loops M constructed in that way from a loop Mn n ny1
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of the class L , we have thatny1
L j L j L j ??? j L ; L .0 1 2 n
4. HAMILTONIAN DIASSOCIATIVE LOOPS
w xHamiltonian diassociative loops were studied by Norton in 12 . The next
w x  .result can be found in 2 as Theorem 7.2 pg. 87 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a hamiltonian diassociati¨ e loop. Then L is an
abelian group or L s M = E = A, where A is an abelian group all of whose
elements ha¨e odd order, E is an elementary abelian 2-group, and M is a loop
such that
 .  .  4i Z M s 1, s ( C , the cyclic group of order 2.2
 .  . 2ii If x f Z M then x s s.
 .  .  .iii If x, y g M and x, y / 1 then x, y s s and - x, y ) is iso-
morphic to the quaternion group of order 8.
 .  .  .iv If x, y, z g M and x, y, z / 1 then x, y, z s s.
 .Furthermore, if for all x, y, z g L it holds that if x, y, z s 1 then
 :x, y, z is a group, then M is isomorphic to the quaternion group or M is
isomorphic to the Cayley loop.
In order to describe the units of the integral loop ring of a hamiltonian
diassociative 2-loop L, first we introduce a class of algebras which are
related to the loop algebras of hamiltonian loops.
 .We will say that an algebra H Q over the rational field Q is a Hamilton
 4  .algebra if there exists a Q-basis ¨ s 1, ¨ , . . . , ¨ of H Q such that1 2 n
¨ 2 s y¨ , 2 F j F n, and ¨ ? ¨ s y¨ ? ¨ , 2 F i / j F n. The classicalj 1 i j j i
quaternion algebra and the classical octonion algebra are examples of
Hamilton algebras.
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. A Hamilton algebra H Q is an algebra whose nonzero
elements are in¨ertible.
 4  .Proof. Let ¨ s 1, ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a Q-basis for H Q with the above1 2 n
n  .properties and let a s  a ? ¨ / 0, a g Q be an element in H Q .is1 i i i
n n 2Define a s ¨ y  a ? ¨ . Then m s a ? a s a ? a s  a / 01 is2 i i is1 i
y1  .and a s 1rm ? a .
 .  4For a Hamilton algebra H Q with a Q-basis ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ as above, we1 2 n
 . n  .denote by H Z the subalgebra of all elements a s  a ? ¨ g H Qis1 i i
with a g Z.i
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 .PROPOSITION 4.3. The set of units of H Z is
 4U H Z s "¨ ,"¨ , . . . , "¨ . . . 1 2 n
n  .Proof. Let a s  a ? ¨ g U Z .is1 i i
nAs before, define a s a ? ¨ y  a ? ¨ and m s a ? a s a ? a s1 1 is2 i i
n a 2.is1 i
y1  .  . <Since a s 1rm ? a g U Z it follows that m a for i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , n.i
Writing a s m ? b , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, we have that m s n a 2 s m2 ?i i is1 i
 n 2 .  n 2 . b which implies that 1 s m ?  b . Since m g Z this impliesis1 i is1 i
that m s 1.
Since 1 s m s n a 2 and all a g Z, i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, it follows thatis1 i i
there exists i , 1 F i F n, such that a 2 s 1 and a 2 s 0 if i / i . Thuso o i i oo
a s "1 and so a s "¨ .i io o
Now we look to the decomposition of the semisimple loop algebra Q L
of a hamiltonian diassociative 2-loop L over the rational field.
LEMMA 4.4. Let L s M = E be a hamiltonian diassociati¨ e 2-loop, where
M is a loop as in Theorem 4.1 of order 2 n and E is an elementary 2-group of
order 2 m. Then the rational loop algebras Q M and Q L decompose as a sum
of simple ideals in the following ways:
 .  .i Q M ( Q [ ??? [ Q [ A Q^ ` _
ny12 times
 .ii Q L ( Q [ ??? [ Q [ A Q [ ??? [ A Q , .  .^ ` _ ^ ` _
ny1 m m2 ? 2 times 2 times
 . ny1where A Q is a 2 -dimensional Hamilton algebra o¨er Q whose nonzero
elements are in¨ertible.
 . X  4Proof. Condition iii in Theorem 4.1 implies that L s 1, s while
 .  .  4  . X  .condition iv implies that A L s 1, s . Then B M s M s A M s
 4 X X1, s ( C , M is a normal subloop of M and M r M is an abelian group2
ny1  . Xof order 2 . Condition ii implies that M r M is an elementary 2-group
w xand using the classical result by Perlis and Walker 13 for commutative
group algebras we have that
w X xQ M r M ( Q [ ??? [ Q^ ` _
ny12 .
The projection M ª M r M X extends in the natural way to the algebra
w X xepimorphism v : Q M ª Q M r M , whose kernel is Ker v s Q M ?
 .  . .  .1 y s s Q M ? 1 y s r2 , an algebra we denote A Q .
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w xIn 1 Bruck proved that if the characteristic of a field does not divide
the order of a loop then the loop algebra of this loop over this field is
 . w X xsemisimple. Thus Q M is semisimple. Since Q M r A Q ( Q M r M we
w X x  .have that Q M ( Q M r M [ A Q .
 4 Xny 1Let 1, l , l , . . . , l be a complete set of representatives for M r M2 3 2
 .  .so that l , l s s. Calling f s 1 y s r2, we define f s l ? f , i s 2, 3,i j 1 i i 1
. . . , 2 ny1.
 4  .ny 1It is easy to see that f , f , . . . , f is a Q-basis for A Q and that1 2 2
 . ny1 2 ny1dim A Q s 2 . We note that f s yf , i s 2, 3, . . . , 2 , and thatQ i 1
ny1  .f ? f s yf ? f if 2 F i / j F 2 . Hence A Q is a Hamilton algebra.i j j i
Observing that
Q E ( Q [ ??? [ Q^ ` _
m2 times
the second decomposition follows from the fact that Q L ( Q M m Q E.
 .  . 2 ny 1Let A Z denote the subring of A Q of all elements a s  a ? fis1 i i
with a g Z, i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2 ny1.i
  ..  4ny 1Then by Proposition 4.3, U A Z s " f ,"f , . . . , "f .1 2 2
Now we are ready to prove
 .THEOREM 4.5. Let L be a Hamiltonian diassociati¨ e 2-loop. Then U Z L
is tri¨ ial.
 4ny 1 ny1Proof. Write L s M = E where M s 1, s, l , sl , . . . , l , sl is as2 2 2 2
in Theorem 4.1 and E is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 2 m.
 .First we will prove that U Z M is trivial.
w x  . . w xWe have that Q M ( Q MrM9 [ Q M ? 1 y s r2 ( Q MrM9 [
 .  .A Q , where A Q is a Hamilton algebra.
 . ny 1 ny1Calling f s 1 y s r2, f s l ? f , . . . , f s l ? f , it is easy to see1 2 2 1 2 2 1
 4  .  .2ny 1that f , f , . . . , f is a Q-basis for A Q , f s yf and f ? f s f ? f .1 2 2 j 1 i j j i
w xLet w : Z M ª Z MrM9 be the loop ring extension of the natural
 .  . ny1projection M ª MrM9 and observe that w l s w sl , i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 .i i
2 ny 1 2 ny 1  .Now let a s  a ? l q  b ? sl g U Z M .is1 i i is1 i i
 . 2 ny 1  . 2 ny 1  . 2 ny 1  .  .Then w a s  a ? w l q  b ? w sl s  a q b ? w lis1 i i is1 i i is1 i i i
 w x.g U Z MrM9 .
Since MrM9 is an elementary 2-group, by Theorem 1.1, the units of
w xZ MrM9 are trivial and, so, there exists a unique j such that a q b s "1j j
and a q b s 0 if i / j.i i
Also, observing that s ? f s yf for i s 1, 2, . . . , 2 ny1, we have thati i
 2 ny 1 2 ny 1 . 2 ny 1  .   ..a ? f s  a ? l q  b ? sl ? f s  a y b ? f g U A Z .1 is1 i i is1 i i 1 is1 i i i
  ..But, by Proposition 4.3, U A Z is also trivial. Then there exists a
unique k such that a y b s "1 and a y b s 0 if i / k.k k i i
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If k / j we will have that
a y b s "1k k a q b s 0k k
1which will imply that a s " f Z, a contradiction.k 2
Thus k s j and a s "l or a s "sl .j j
 w x.  :Now we will prove that U Z M = C is trivial. Assume that C s u2 2
 .  .and suppose that a q b u ? g q d u s 1 for a , b , g , d g Z M. This
 .  .means ag q bd s 1 and ad q bg s 0, so a q b ? g q d s 1 and
 .  .a y b ? g y d s 1. Thus a q b s "m and a y b s "m for some1 2
m , m g M. So 2a s "m " m . It follows that m s m and either1 2 1 2 1 2
a s 0 or )s 0, proving the statement.
 w x.  .Using the same argument it is easy to see that U Z M = E s U Z L
is trivial.
From Theorem 4.5 we can conclude the following
COROLLARY 4.6. Let L and L be two hamiltonian diassociati¨ e 2-loops1 2
such that Z L ( Z L . Then L ( L .1 2 1 2
5. HIGMAN'S THEOREM
In this section we will establish results that generalize Theorem 1.1 for
some diassociative loops.
First we remark that the loop diassociativity and trivial units of the loop
algebra imply some important consequences about the loop structure.
 .PROPOSITION 5.1. Let L be a diassociati¨ e loop such that U Z L is
tri¨ ial. Then
 .i If L is commutati¨ e then the exponent of L di¨ ides 4 or 6.
 .ii If L is not commutati¨ e then L is a 2-loop, and if x and y are
 .elements of L such that x, y / 1 then G s- x, y )( K , the quaternion8
2 2  .group of order 8, and x s y s x, y .
 :Proof. If L is commutative then for all x, y g L the subloop x, y is
an abelian group whose units of its integral group ring are trivial. Then, by
 .Theorem 1.1, x and y is an element of order dividing 4 or 6, that is, L is
of exponent dividing 4 or 6.
 .If L is not commutative and x, y g L are such that x, y / 1 then
 :x, y is a nonabelian group whose units of its integral group ring are
 : 2 2  .trivial. Then, once more, by Theorem 1.1 x, y ( K and x s y s x, y .8
 .Suppose that there exists and element a g L of odd order. Then a g C L
 .because, if not, there would exist an element y g L such that a, y / 1
 :and a, y ( K , which would imply that a would be of even order. Since8
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L is not commutative, there exists an element x g L of order 4. Then the
 .order of ax is at least 12 and this multiplies that U Z L is not trivial.
Thus, there is no element of odd order in L and L is a 2-loop.
We will say that a loop L is near-hamiltonian if for all elements
x, y g L and all subloops H of L it holds that x ? yH s xy ? H and
Hx ? y s H ? xy.
For near-hamiltonian loops we can establish
 .THEOREM 5.2. Let L be a near-hamiltonian diassociati¨ e loop. If U Z L
is tri¨ ial then either L is a hamiltonian 2-loop or L is a commutati¨ e loop of
 .  .exponent di¨ iding 4 or 6. Furthermore, if Z L s C L then the con¨erse is
true.
Proof. Suppose that L is a near-hamiltonian diassociative loop such
 .that U Z L is trivial.
If L is commutative then, by Proposition 5.1, L is a loop of exponent
dividing 4 or 6.
If L is not commutative, also because of Proposition 5.1, we just need to
prove that L is a hamiltonian loop.
Let H be a subloop of L. For all h g H,- h ) , the subloop generated
by h, is a subgroup of L whose units of its integral group ring are trivial.
Then, by Proposition 5.1, we have that xy1 hx g- h ) for all x g L. This
implies that xH s Hx and, since H is near-hamiltonian, it follows that H
is a normal subloop of L, that is, L is a hamiltonian loop.
 .  .Conversely, suppose that C L s Z L .
X  4  .  .If L s 1 then, since L s C L s Z L , L must be an abelian group.
Since the exponent of L divides 4 or 6, the result follows by Theorem 1.1.
X  4If L / 1 then, by the hypothesis, L must be a hamiltonian 2-loop, so
the result follows by theorem 4.5.
For loops in the class L we can remove the condition near-hamiltonian
and establish
 .THEOREM 5.3. Let L be a diassociati¨ e loop in L . Then U Z L is tri¨ ial
if and only if
 .i L is a commutati¨ e loop of exponent di¨ iding 4 or 6, or
 .ii L is a hamiltonian 2-loop.
 .Proof. Let L be a loop in L such that U Z L is trivial.
If L is commutative, the result is a consequence of Proposition 5.1. If L
is associative we obtain the result from Theorem 1.1. If L is not commuta-
tive and not associative, also by Proposition 5.1, we just need to prove the
 .L is a hamiltonian loop. Note that in the case s g Z L .
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Suppose H is a subloop of L. Then, by the same proposition, for all
h g H, we have that xy1 hx g- h ) ; x g L. Thus xH s Hx ; x g L.
 .If H ; Z L then for all x, y g L we have that x ? yH s xy ? H. If H o
 .  . y1Z L s C L then there exists h g H and z g L such that z hz s hs.
y1  .Since z hz g- h ) , we conclude that s g H and, so, A L ; H. Re-
membering that s is central, we have that x ? yH s xy ? H ; x, y g L and
Hx ? y s H ? xy ; x, y g L. Thus L is hamiltonian.
The proof of the converse is as in Theorem 5.2.
Now we particularize these results for the loops in L which are
Moufang loops. We remark that Moufang loops are diassociative.
THEOREM 5.4. Let L be a Moufang loop which belongs to L . Then
 .U Z L is tri¨ ial if and only if
 .i L is an abelian group with exponent di¨ iding 4 or 6, or
 . ii L is a hamiltonian 2-group that is, L s M = E, where E is an
.elementary 2-group and M is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8 ,
or
 . iii L is a hamiltonian R. A. 2-loop that is, L s M = E, where E is an
.elementary 2-group and M is isomorphic to the Cayley loop of order 16 .
Proof. We just need to observe that
 .  .  .  .i commutative Moufang loops with C L s Z L are abelian
groups
 .ii hamiltonian associative Moufang 2-loops, by Theorem 4.1, are
hamiltonian 2-groups
 .iii hamiltonian nonassociative Moufang 2-loops, also by Theorem
4.1, are hamiltonian R.A. 2-loops, since the Cayley loop is an R.A. 2-loop.
Theorem 5.4 applied to code loops gives
 .THEOREM 5.5. Let L be a code loop. Then U Z L is tri¨ ial if and only if
 .i L is an abelian group with exponent di¨ iding 4, or
 .ii L is a hamiltonian 2-group, or
 .iii L is a hamiltonian R. A. 2-loop.
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